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Rugby League Learning is a new
business launched by the RFL in
2014 to provide a wide range of
qualifications and development
opportunities for coaches as well as
other key groups across the game -
players, volunteers and club support
staff to name but a few.

RL Learning is your one stop shop
for all of your coaching qualification,
support and development;
designed to support you through
your coaching career, and beyond.

Visit www.rugbyleaguelearing.org
for more information and details
(including how to book) on:

- coach education courses, Level 1,
Level 2, Level 3 and Level 4

- Safeguarding and Protecting
Children

RL
LEARNING
For rugby league. for life.

- Emergency First Aid
- Basic First Aid for Sport
We’re always developing new
resources to support coaches in
their environment and are
dedicated to the development and
retention of quality coaches who
are appropriately qualified and
supported. This includes accessing
resources on line as well as
developing additional support
packages tailored to suit the needs
of the game.

For further information contact
enquiries@rugbyleaguelearning.org
or go to
www.rugbyleaguelearning.org

For further information contact
enquiries@rugbyleaguelearning.org
or visit www.rugbyleaguelearning.org
Follow us on Twitter @rllearning 

http://www.rugbyleaguelearing.org
mailto:enquiries@rugbyleaguelearning.org
http://www.rugbyleaguelearning.org
mailto:enquiries@rugbyleaguelearning.org
http://www.rugbyleaguelearning.org
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...to the latest issue of
Coaching Matters.
Everyone’s season should be well
underway by now and acutely aware
that every minute really does matter
for every team in 2015 as the sport
embraces an exciting new era.

With the big games getting bigger and
attracting more followers, the RFL
and RL Learning will be launching a
new award for coaches dealing with
players aged seven to 11, the Primary
RL Coach (Level 2) award, to support
this new wave of young supporters
taking up Rugby League. More
information about this can be found
on Pages 4-5.

It was great to see so many of you
attend the National Conference
League Coaches’ Conferences back in
January at Leigh and Huddersfield.
Just like this magazine, these events
are designed to offer the best insight
and support available to coaches.
With some fantastic keynote speakers
I’m sure attendees left knowing they
were up-to-speed on the changes
and developments that are
happening in Rugby League right now.

“Tis a lesson you should heed: Try, try,
try again. If at first you don’t succeed,
try, try, try again” – This proverb can

be traced back to the writings of
Thomas H. Palmer in his ‘Teacher’s
Manual’ in the 1800s. It’s still as
relevant today as it was back then.
Things aren’t always going to look
perfect first time. Coaches who
understand their players’ abilities
and make sure they learn from their
mistakes are on the right path. On
Pages 9-10 we focus on the
achievable skill components
delivered to a player and what they
look like at different stages from
primary to 15 -18 years of age.

I’m sure all of you were as excited as
I was to hear the news that England
v New Zealand will be the first
Rugby League game to be played at
the Olympic Stadium in London. As
part of a three-game autumn
international series in November
there will also be matches in Hull
and Wigan. I have spoken to Steve
McNamara recently about the series
and he is delighted with the three
venues and is sure the stadiums will
be packed to see us play the Four
Nations champions.

As you can see Coaching Matters
covers the hot topics in Rugby
League and aims to help and assist
coaches around the country.  I hope
you enjoy this edition.

Edited, designed and produced by Coachwise Ltd 
Editor: Anna Gutridge Email: agutridge@coachwise.ltd.uk Tel: 0113-201 5533

Photography©SWpix © RFL, 2015 and © Anna Gutridge, 2015 
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Jon Roberts

RFL Director of
Performance and Coaching

Welcome

mailto:agutridge@coachwise.ltd.uk
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he new award,
Primary RL
Coach (Level

2), allows
coaches

operating with players aged 7
-11 to become a Level 2
licenced coach for players in
that age range.

Coaches have to have a Level 1
UKCC qualification in order to
book onto the short course
which is made up of E learning
modules, one practical

assessment and submission 
of two session plans. It can 
also be assessed during a club
training session.

Prices start from £55 per
candidate, timings can vary to
suit the club and coach needs –
for more details including a
package designed for your club,
how to book on and more
information about the course
contact
enquiries@rugbyleaguelearning.org

Key Information
about the Level
2 Award
• 16+ (You must have had

your 16th birthday in order
to register on the course)

• To do the Primary Rugby
League Coach (Level 2
award) you have to hold a
Level 1 UKCC Award in
Coaching Rugby League.

T

From February 2015, the RFL and RL Learning will
be launching a new award to support coaches.

PRIMARY 
CONCERNS

mailto:enquiries@rugbyleaguelearning.org
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• Minimum NGB award for
coaches wishing to be
licensed to operate in the
modified forms of the
game (age range 7-11)

• Focus on how to effectively
supervise and lead a rugby
league coaching sessions.

• To pass the course you
need to complete the on
line learning, submit 2
completed session plans
and successfully complete
a practical coaching

assessment which will
involve delivery and
review of one of your
planned coaching
sessions.

• Once completed, you
may become a Level 2
licenced coach (for
players aged 7-11)
subject to completing a
Safeguarding and
Protecting Children
course, completing the
Coaches Code of
Conduct and holding a
current DBS.

sports coach UK in
partnership with the England
Coaching Network, Governing
Bodies of Sport and the Home
Countries has updated the
Funding Opportunities for
Coaching in The UK guide.
The guide contains
information on funding
available in the UK to support
coaching and is available to
download here.

The guide is an interactive
PDF that allows the user to
quickly identify the right
funding for them. It includes
the following key sections

• Comprehensive funding
listings for England that
have been compiled by the
County Sports Partnership
Network

• Funding information for
Northern Ireland, Scotland
and Wales

• Governing Body funding
for those coaches affiliated
to and working within key
whole sport plan areas

• A new animated feature
within the top tips section
– this provides first time
funding applicants with
simple yet fun to follow
guidance on applying for
funding.

Our funding support for
coaches continues via Twitter
where the @scUKCoachFund
account will provide up to the
minute funding information
for coaches. Please encourage
all of your partners to follow
this account and pass on the
information to get more
coaches following us.

http://goo.gl/4SvZL0


this in turn would affect the
coaches within the community
game the laws were
Obstruction, Sin Bin Policy &
Ruck Area. Tony Fretwell
continued to keep the coaches
interested when he presented
to them the Embed the
Pathway programme, Tony
brought to life the presentation
and had some great interaction
with the coaches that attended.

Keynote speaker Dave Elliott,
England Academy Manager,
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he National
Conference
League (NCL)

Coaches
Conferences were

recently held at Leigh Sports
Village on 17th January and
the John Smiths Stadium
Huddersfield on 24th January

The conferences were
organised by the RFL to
support and develop the
coaches that coach within NCL
from the Premier Division to

Division 3 and to provide 
them with an insight on
developments within the game
that will affect them as
coaches and provide them with
some rugby league related CPD
delivered by a keynote speaker.

The morning session at Leigh
was opened up by the Match
Officials when Tony Brown and
colleagues led an interactive
session with coaches regarding
3 key areas of the game where
the law has been changed and

T

CONFERENCE 
IN

CONFERENCE!



continued to build on the
mornings momentum when 
he led another interactive
presentation, entitled
Managing your Time 
as a Coach. All coaches
contributed to the discussion
and everyone seemed to 
enjoy what was a great day 
for coaches.

The following week in
Huddersfield the same delivery
was given to coaches primarily
from Yorkshire with the Match

7

Officials being led by Ben
Thaler; Tony Fretwell 
delivering the Embed the
Pathway programme and
Keynote Speaker Stu Barrow
delivering the Managing you
Time as a Coach workshop.

For anybody unable to attend
the conference we have
provided some of the
presentations which can be
seen by clicking on the thumb
nails of the presentations to
the right here.

 

Embed the Patway Launch Event

Managing time as a Coach

NCL Coaches Meeting

http://www.slideshare.net/RFLCoachingMatters/ncl-coaches-technical-meeting
http://www.slideshare.net/RFLCoachingMatters/managing-time-as-a-coach?utm_source=slideshow&utm_medium=ssemail&utm_campaign=post_upload_view_cta
http://www.slideshare.net/RFLCoachingMatters/etp-introduction-for-launch-events
http://www.slideshare.net/RFLCoachingMatters/managing-time-as-a-coach?utm_source=slideshow&utm_medium=ssemail&utm_campaign=post_upload_view_cta
http://www.slideshare.net/RFLCoachingMatters/ncl-coaches-technical-meeting
http://www.slideshare.net/RFLCoachingMatters/etp-introduction-for-launch-events
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player sitting in the 15 to 18
year old age bracket versus a
successful skill outcome at
primary and what we deliver
needs to reflect that to enable
us as coaches to facilitate the
appropriate learning
outcomes for the age bracket
we are coaching at. 

For example would we expect
the young 7 year old player
who is still developing the
awareness of their body in
space and still has difficulty in
tracking the speed and
direction of moving objects to
catch a pass demonstrating
all the technical coaching
points as in the table below
whilst in motion himself? 

In reality we need to provide
the players with the skill
building blocks throughout
their development phases
adding further components of
the skill as they progress to
enable them to have the
competency to perform the
technical attributes
proficiently in the later phases
with repeatability. 

So what key technical abilities
might we want our players to
demonstrate successfully &
consistently at each stage and
what methods might we
employ to help facilitate the
players learning process. 

s coaches we all
know the
fundamental key
elements of the

skills we try and
deliver to our players but

do we know what those
achievable skill components
look like at different stages of
player development i.e.
primary, 12 to 14 and 15 to 18
years of age. 

Would we expect the primary
aged player to perform a skill in
the same way as a 13 year old?
We need to understand that a
successful skill performance
outcome looks very different to
one being performed as a

Catch
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CatchPass

• Shoulders Rotate To Ball

• Hands Up (Offer Target), Fingers
Pointing Up And Spread Apart 

• Early Catch (Reach Out)

• Catch Ball Off Chest 

• No Adjustment

• Centre Of Chest Carry

Pass
• Two Hand Carry (W Grip)

• Shoulders Rotated

• Elbow Up 

• Wrist & Hands

• 6 O’clock Pass Over Correct Foot

• Follow Through With Arms

&

A



In summary as coaches we all have our own coaching style and
the most important things are understanding the outcome’s we
want to achieve with the players but how you get there is down
to you. We all look to deliver a practice that looks perfect with
all our players performing good skill when in reality at times
more learning takes place for the players making mistakes,
getting things wrong and the practice looking messy. Ask
your self is it more important for your activity to look perfect
or for the players to learn and develop their skills through a
variety of practices and games that enable them to
develop the full skill not just the technique.
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U7 ATHLETE KEY 
TECHNICAL ABILITY

U13 ATHLETE KEY
TECHNICAL ABILITY

U17 ATHLETE KEY
TECHNICAL ABILITY

Catch Pass Catch Pass Catch Pass

Reaching Out

Upturned
Palms

Basket Catch 

Stationary
Catch
Progressing To
Catch In
Motion

Shoulders
Rotated

Wrist & Hands

Shoulders
Rotate To Ball

Hands Up
(Offers Target)

Early Catch
(Reach Out)

Centre Of
Chest Carry
After Catch

Shoulders
Rotated

Elbow Up

Wrist & Hands

Follow Through
With Hands 

6 O’clock

Over Front
Foot

Little
Deceleration

Shoulders
Rotate To Ball

Hands Up
(Offers Target)

Early Catch
(Reach Out)

Hands Can
Adjust To Flight
Of Ball

No Adjustment 

Shoulders
Rotated

Elbow Up

Wrist & Hands

Follow Through
With Hands 

6 O’clock

Over Front
Foot

No
Deceleration

Holds Line

Can Tip Ball On
In One
Movement

Width &
Accuracy

Coaching Methods Coaching Methods Coaching Methods

Drip Feed Principle

Visual Demonstration

Minimal Verbal Instruction 

Emphasis On Fun Play

Positive Reinforcement

Games based practice 

Visual Demonstration

Verbal Instruction

Feedback in and out of activity

Cue’s

Positive Reinforcement

Games based practice 

Player Led Focus

Visual Demonstration

Verbal Instruction

Scenario Based Practice

Skill Under Pressure

Skill Under Fatigue

Questioning 

Feedback in and out of activity

Positive Reinforcement

Games based practice

Head on over to our very own
dedicated YouTube channel to
watch videos of Catch and Pass
practices for all age groups.

Watch and Learn

https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UC_-4a12Vfr33-IYx_xreq7A

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_-4a12Vfr33-IYx_xreq7A
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_-4a12Vfr33-IYx_xreq7A
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_-4a12Vfr33-IYx_xreq7A
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o fully
understand the

journey that
Embed The

Pathway, first we
must see year 1 and the
changes to staff, delivery and
communication that has
moulded year 2 and beyond.

Embed The Pathway is a
programme to develop
coaches to develop players. 

It gives the coaching focus an
even split between the
traditional anthropometric
game based coaching provision
with more holistic
development of a players
mental skills, movement skills
and coachability. 

The delivery of mental skills,
movement skills and
coachability are new to many
coaches, for the programme to 

achieve its outcomes the
message needs to get as far
and wide as possible.

In year 1 a significant
partnership with Gillette was
the impetus for Embed The
Pathway. With Dave Rotheram
(National Player Development
Manager) as the driving force
behind the programme over
100 coaches were engaged in
the inaugural delivery

T

EMBEDTHE

COACHINGMATTERS | EMBED THE PATHWAY |

PATHWAY
(YEAR 2)
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weekends at Leigh Sport
Village and Wakefield Wildcats
in October 2013.

May 2014 saw a significant
change in the programme. 
The recruitment of Anthony
Atherton (National Talent
Development Officer) on
secondment from the
Community Department and
Tony Fretwell (National Player
Development Manager) gave
the programme more man
hours and the opportunity to
capitalise on the launch
weekend to maximise the
impact the programme 
would have.

An accreditation system was
devised by Fretwell and
Atherton to shape the
programme to be more user
friendly and allow the widest
reach possible to each with the
aim of no club and every
community club being no more
than 30 minutes drive from a

coach development
opportunity.

message needed to be
cascaded throughout the
game. To do this Atherton
arranged a series of meeting
with Heads of Youth at each
professional club along with
presentations to all Regional
Leagues. 

“Ensuring the message got out
was so important to the
authenticity of the programme,
it took a lot of time in which we
forged strong links to all areas
of the game in relation to the
U12 to U14 age groups. It was a
real help that the leagues and
heads of youth were responsive
to our meeting requests. We'll
be following up by repeating
the meetings and updating the
game on our progress.”
remarked Atherton.
Year 2 now has a great look
and feel to it. Clubs, coaches
and leagues are all active in
promotion of Embed The
Pathway, the mailboxes of

Embed The 
Pathway is the 
first step towards
more sustained
international
success 

Fretwell enthused “By working
closely with the professional
clubs and giving them the
autonomy to attend our coach
education, then deliver to their
locality, we give more coaches
more opportunities to be
involved. With more coaches
involved we can really begin to
develop players and generate 
a bigger playing pool to
strengthen every level of 
the game.”

To make the programme work
and be understood the clearest
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Atherton and Fretwell are
inundated with people that
would like to be a part of it and
the players that are the prime
focus of the programme are
seeming to be having a great
time with the shift in focus by
their coaches.

With a central spine of coach
education planed, experts in
movement skills, mental skills
and coachability fields have
been recruited to deliver, the 
14 development partners
accredited will be spreading
the coach education as further
and wider than could be
anticipated. The impact of 
the programme could be
unprecedented as to date 90
community coaches have been
engaged and that's before the
cascade begins in places like
Humberside, Yorkshire,
Lancashire and Cumbria.

Atherton commented “If each
of the partners deliver to only
10 coaches each we will nearly
triple the 2014 engagement,
that means more players than
ever before will be affected by
the programme and in the
process become more aware
of how they can improve not
just on the field but off it 
as well.

The profile wheel that support
the coach education and player
development is also being very
well received by the game.
Players are able to login from
any where and evidence the
ways they can perform and the
areas of focus that will help
them to improve.

Fretwell’s thoughts on this are
quite clear “This really does
make every coach we work
with an assistant to Steve
McNamara. The mental

skills, movement skills and
coachability of the players all
underpin the game skills that
are learned on the playing
fields of community clubs the
length and breadth of the
country. We sincerely hope that
Embed The Pathway is the first
step towards more sustained
international success and a
new crop of English trained
international players that are
the best in the world.”

For any further details on the
Embed The Pathway
programme, Coach Education
events or Open Access
Development days please feel
free to contact Anthony
Atherton or Tony Fretwell on;

anthony.atherton@rfl.uk.com
or tony.fretwell@rfl.uk.com

www.rugbyleaguelearning.org

mailto:anthony.atherton@rfl.uk.com
mailto:tony.fretwell@rfl.uk.com
http://www.rugbyleaguelearning.org



